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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter serves as a summary of relevant research of the ALUMADECK

system and includes other literature concerned with the structural behavior of bridges.

The ALUMADECK system has been developed over the last few years; therefore, there

is little literature pertaining solely to its behavior.  Research conducted on bridge

behavior (i.e., load distribution and dynamic load allowance) is more prevalent. Because

this research has four basic scopes (load distribution amongst the girders, dynamic load

allowances for the girders, composite action between the girders and deck, and developed

deck stresses) the literature review is sectioned accordingly.  The section associated with

the deck stresses is actually a brief review of literature on the effects of welding on the

fatigue behavior of aluminum details and a discussion of S-N curves (Stress versus

Cycles to failure curves) for welded details.  An opening section reviewing uncommon

terminology is included, in addition to a background section reviewing the use of

aluminum in past bridges and the literature thus far concerning the on-going three-phase

study.

2.2 Terminology

Terms that are not frequently used in the general area of structural engineering are

discussed in this section.  In particular, the terms deal with bridge design, bridge testing,

and bridge evaluation.

There are three subsystems used by bridge engineers that serve to divide a bridge

into distinct sections.  The subsystems are the foundation, the substructure, and the

superstructure.  The foundation consists of the footings and piles used to distribute the

load to the ground elements. For single span bridges, the substructure consists of the

bridge bearings, which are the components that serve to transfer forces from the

superstructure to the substructure, and the abutments, which are a particular type of
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retaining wall that transfer forces from the superstructure to the foundations (Barker and

Puckett 1997). A bridge’s abutments are often integrated with the foundation elements.

Continuous or multi-span bridges have piers included in the substructure.  The bridge

superstructure is referred to as the structural make-up of the bridge above the bearings.

The superstructure could consist of different types of details depending on the particular

bridge design. In this paper, the superstructure will refer to the girders, which are the

longitudinal supporting members, the deck, and the diaphragms.  Diaphragms are

components that are transverse to the main longitudinal members and serve to transfer

lateral wind loads to the deck, transfer dead and live load to the girders, and support the

girders during construction of the deck.

In all practical purposes, bridge decks behave similar to plate structures.  The

description of bridge decks, as for plate structures, are based on the directional properties

of the deck.  Bridge decks are referred to as isotropic or orthotropic.  Isotropic means that

the material properties are the same in all directions.  Orthotropic means the material

properties have mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry.  The term orthotropic comes

from the expression orthogonally anisotropic, where anistropic means not isotropic.

Often in bridge engineering there are three systems referred to in discussion of the

bending behavior of a bridge’s superstructure.  The three systems are System I, System

II, and System III (Matteo 1997).  System I bending refers to the longitudinal bending of

the system.  System I includes the bending behavior of the girders and the deck acting

jointly to carry the loads in longitudinal bending.  System II bending pertains to the

transverse bending between longitudinal supporting members.  System II bending

involves the bending behavior of the deck between the girders.  System III bending refers

to localized bending effects that loads have on members.  The determination of a

localized effect is one where small changes in load location result in large changes in

behavior.  System III bending is generally associated with deck behavior near the load

location.

Bridge studies are commonly based on weigh-in-motion (WIM) testing.  Complete

WIM testing involves instrumentation of a bridge to obtain data under normal traffic
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without the driver knowing the vehicle is being monitored.  A complete WIM study

under normal traffic would result in a count of total vehicles that cross the bridge, the

lane traveled by each vehicle, the time of arrival, the vehicle speed, the axle configuration

and axle weights, and strains/stresses at gauge locations.  In this research, test vehicles

with known weights and axle configurations were used and the only parameters obtained

by WIM studies were the strains at various gauge locations.  The reference to pseudo-

static testing means the testing of a bridge with vehicles slowly moving across the span.

This type of testing is also called quasi-static testing or crawl-speed testing.

Load distribution in bridge behavior refers to the division of load amongst the

main longitudinal supporting members.  Dynamic load allowance refers to the increase

above the static response that is a result of dynamic loading.  The term dynamic load

allowance was chosen to match the terminology in AASHTO LRFD (1994).  The symbol

used to denote the dynamic load allowance is IM.  In AASHTO SSHB (1996) the term

used is impact allowance and is designated as I.  There are various terms used by other

national codes and past researchers to collectively speak about the same topic. In the

following sections of the literature review, terms referred to as impact (I, I+1), dynamic

load factor (DLF), and dynamic amplification factor (DAF) may be used depending on

the approach taken by the particular investigator.

2.3 Background

The use of aluminum in bridge superstructure design dates back as early as the

1930’s.  Prior to the Corbin Bridge and the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge, nine bridges

constructed between 1933 and 1963 in the United States used aluminum in the

superstructure.  Table 2.1, following this section, lists the bridges and how aluminum was

utilized in the superstructure. The Smithfield Street Bridge was the only one to utilize an

aluminum deck.  The Smithfield Street Bridge was taken out of service in 1994.  After

removing the deck from service, Reynolds Metal Company performed an extensive study

on the aluminum deck to evaluate the corrosion performance of the type of aluminum
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used.  The location and possible causes for corrosion were studied to provide reliable

information for future use and deck detail design.

Table 2.1 Aluminum Bridges in the United States
(Ahlskog 1996)

Date Bridge/ Location Aluminum
Use

1933
Deck, Floor

Beams

1967

Smithfield Street Bridge/ Pittsburgh, PA
Orthotropic

Deck
1946 ALCOA railroad bridge/ Massena, NY Girders
1958 Bridge over I-35/  Des Moines, IA Girders
1960 Long Island Expressway over Jericho Turnpike/ New York, NY Girders
1960-
1963

3 bridges on the Long Island Expressway/ Long Island, NY Girders

1963 Bridge of Fairchild Design/ Sykesville, MD Girders
1963 Bridge by Reynolds Metal Co./ Petersburg, VA Girders

2.4 ALUMADECK Literature

This section contains a review of the brief amount of literature concerning the

benefits and advantages of the ALUMADECK bridge deck system, and the results of

Phase I of VTRC’s three-phase study.

Matteo (1997; Matteo et al 1996) discussed the benefits of a composite aluminum

deck and steel girder section constructed using the ALUMADECK system.  The authors

noted that an aluminum deck acting composite with a steel girder would provide a lower

section modulus than the same thickness concrete deck acting composite with the same

steel girder. However, the allowable extreme fiber stresses of aluminum are greater than

the allowable stresses of concrete. In addition, the authors mentioned that aluminum has

excellent tensile strength in negative bending regions.  The authors stated that savings as

high as 40% on steel material could be realized utilizing an aluminum deck and steel

girder system.  The savings were attributed to the decrease in dead load that aluminum

provides, and the fact that the steel girders do not have to support large construction loads

that are required during curing of a reinforced concrete deck.  In addition to the high
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strength to weight ratio, the authors state that aluminum is extremely corrosion resistant

and thus requires less maintenance.  Faster installation time with less traffic delays,

savings on other materials, reduced cost of maintenance, and increased bridge life is

reported to make the lifelong cycle cost of the ALUMADECK system extremely

competitive.

According to Matteo et al (1996), Phase I of the three-phase study of the

ALUMADECK system consisted of seven elastic and two ultimate load tests on

individual aluminum deck panels with the two-void configuration made of 6063-T6

aluminum.  The loads were applied to the panels in 20 in. by 8.5 in. patches in order to

simulate the tire contact area specified by Section 3.6.1.2.5 of AASHTO LRFD (1994)

and Section 3.30 of AASHTO SSHB (1992).  The 9 ft. by 12 ft. panels used in the elastic

load cases were tested with various combinations of edge conditions (i.e., simply

supported, free, or clamped).  Figure 2.1 following this section shows a photograph of a

typical test setup.  Strain rosettes on the top and bottom of each panel beneath the load

patch monitored strains.  The maximum ratio of transverse-tensile strain on the top of the

panel to longitudinal-tensile strain on the bottom of the panel was approximately 1.6 for

the elastic load tests.  This suggested that localized bending of the top panel members

beneath the load patch was occurring.  The maximum transverse strain measured on the

top of the panel during one of the elastic load cases was 464 µε (σ = 4.69 ksi) under a

load of 23 kips (Matteo et al 1996).  The largest deflection recorded during the elastic

load tests was 0.548 in.

The two load tests to failure were conducted with the panels simply supported

along the 12 ft. edges and free along the 9 ft. edges.  The first ultimate load test was with

a single load patch at the center of the panel.  At 187 kips, local buckling of the panel

beneath the load patch occurred.  The measured transverse strain on the top of the panel

at 185 kips, just before local buckling occurred, was over 6000 µε, which was nearly

three times the measured longitudinal strain on the bottom of the panel.  “Punching”

failure occurred at 198 kips beneath the load patch.  Matteo et al (1996) noted that the

ratio of top-panel transverse strain to bottom-panel longitudinal strain continued to rise as
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the load approached the failure load.  The second ultimate load test was with two load

patches; each located 25 in. from the center of the panel.  Failure occurred at a combined

load of 324 kips due to weld failure at the bottom of the panel.  The results showed that

the deck panel was capable of withstanding static wheel-loads nearly 12 times greater

than the 16 kip wheel load of an HS20-44 design truck (Matteo et al 1996).  Deflection

values were not provided for the ultimate load tests.

Figure 2.1 Typical Phase I Test Setup
(Picture courtesy of VTRC)

2.5 Composite Action

Measured top and bottom flange strains in bridge girders are often used in back

calculating bending moments to determine the load distribution behavior of bridges. A

similar approach can be applied to examine and evaluate the extent of composite action

between the deck and girders.  Past research efforts often focused on the composite

behavior of supposedly non-composite systems.  Non-composite bridge girders that are
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symmetrical in cross section should have top flange strains that are the same as the

bottom flange strains.  Researchers often find that this is not the case because field data

shows that the strains are not symmetrical.  The location of the neutral axis within the

depth of the girder shows that the girder and deck are acting composite, despite being

designed as non-composite. Past research efforts on composite steel girder bridges often

verified that the top flange strains were low, indicating that the steel girder was acting

composite with the deck; however, no attempt was made to quantify the extent of

composite action. The literature reviewed in this section is centered on the use of

measured girder strains to locate the neutral axis of a deck and girder cross-section. This

approach will be used to examine and attempt to quantify the composite action of the

Little Buffalo Creek Bridge.

Burdette and Goodpasture (1971) conducted full-scale bridge testing on four

bridges in Tennessee under dynamic loading and static loading to failure. Where

applicable, a girder’s top and bottom flange strains were used to determine the location of

the neutral axis.  The neutral axis location was then used to locate the resultant of the

compressive force in the deck slab. The internal moment arm between compressive and

tensile forces was then computed and used to back calculate the moment.

Based on their investigation of the Perley Bridge in Canada, Bakht and Csagoly

(1980) reported that composite action occurred in the bridge despite the lack of shear

connectors.  The investigators reported that the actual bridge component interaction,

which included the unaccounted for composite action, could be used to locate sources of

distress within a bridge.

Ghosn et al (1986) reported that the actual measured stresses in non-composite

bridge girders were below the calculated stresses from influence lines using heavy

truckloads.  The investigators used the actual load distribution behavior of an existing

bridge and determined what the stresses should be assuming full composite action. The

calculated stresses using full composite properties were nearly identical to the measured

stresses. The investigators concluded that despite being designed as non-composite

sections, the bridge girders were acting composite with the deck.
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Bakht and Pinjarkar (1990) reported the same existence of composite action in

supposedly non-composite girders. The authors mentioned that various researchers

suggest considering this composite action in determining the capacity of a bridge.

However, the authors reported that in an ultimate load test of a slab-on-girder bridge

without mechanical shear connectors, the composite action between the slab and girder

dissipated as the failure load of the girder was approached.  The neutral axis location was

found to approach the non-composite location as the load increased toward failure.

Stallings and Yoo (1993) used results from diagnostic tests of three,

short span, steel girder bridges with reinforced concrete decks to discuss the composite

behavior of supposedly non-composite girders. The researchers indicated that certain

presumed non-composite girders were acting in a partial composite manner, and that

frictional resistance between the deck and top flanges was a possible cause.  Stallings and

Yoo concluded that it was extremely difficult to accurately quantify the extent of partial

composite action.

2.6 Load Distribution Research

Considerable research has been completed on the topic of load distribution

behavior of bridges and how the actual distribution compares with design specified

values of the particular time.  A majority of the research is centered on the load

distribution behavior of bridges with concrete decks; however, the load distribution

concepts used in these research efforts are relevant to this research. The research

reviewed on load distribution focuses on several efforts from the last 15 to 20 years that

were similar to this research on the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge.  Analytical studies by

Hays et al (1986) and Walker (1987) provide extra insight on the development of

analytical models to determine a bridge’s load distribution behavior.

In their studies of the Six Mile Creek Bridge, a short-span steel girder bridge with

a reinforced concrete deck in Australia, O’Connor and Pritchard (1985) used measured

mid span strains from 170 trucks in normal truck traffic to determine bending moments in
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each girder.  The investigators used a weighted strain distribution to account for the

differences in composite section modulus of the girders.

Ghosn et al (1986) performed WIM studies on five typical steel girder bridges in

Ohio.  The statistical study involved normal traffic flow and was aimed at developing a

system for using WIM testing to provide site-specific data for use in bridge evaluation

and ratings.  Included in the studies were the determination of each bridge’s girder

distribution, or lateral load distribution.  The investigators obtained the distribution

factors for side-by-side loading on a particular bridge using superposition of one-lane

loaded results.  It was found that the AASHTO SSHB (1983) distribution factors were

conservative for cases when the girders were not closely spaced.

Zokaie et al (1991) performed an extensive study on the distribution of wheel

loads in highway bridges.  The shortcomings of the design specifications concerning load

distribution that have evolved over the past 50 years are discussed.  Concerning the

shortcomings, Zokaie et al noted the inconsistencies in the consideration of a reduction in

load intensity due to multiple lanes loaded.  Zokaie et al stated the changes in the

distribution factor due to the changes in design lane width have been inconsistent, and

that the verification of accuracy of wheel-load distribution factors has been inconsistent

over the years.  The investigators analyzed numerous bridge types (i.e., beam and slab

bridges, slab bridges, multi-cell box girder bridges, and spread box beam bridges)

comprised of many different structural configurations.  Three different levels of analysis

were conducted ranging from detailed computer modeling to simplified formulas for

predicting lateral load distribution.  The investigators used the database of actual bridges

to determine an “average bridge” of each type. The lateral distribution for the “average

bridge” of each type was thoroughly analyzed to determine the important parameters that

affected the distribution factor.  Equations were formulated for each important parameter

and combined using a power curve into one parametric equation for use in calculating the

lateral distribution factor. Additional correction factors for exterior girders, continuity of

spans, and bridge skew were presented.  The work of Zokaie et al formed the basis for the

distribution factors for moments that are present in AASHTO LRFD (1994).
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Stallings and Yoo (1993) performed diagnostic tests on three short-span, two-

lane, steel girder bridges with reinforced concrete decks.  The investigation included

measuring bottom flange girder strains for stationary tests with single and side-by-side

trucks.  Wheel-load distribution factors were calculated for comparison to AASHTO

SSHB (1989) values using a combination of the methods employed by Ghosn et al (1986)

and O’Connor and Pritchard (1985).  The wheel-load distribution for the ith girder was

calculated by the equation:
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where n = the number of wheel lines of loading; ε i = the bottom flange strain at the ith

girder; wj = the ratio of the section modulus of the jth girder to the section modulus of a

typical interior girder; and k = the number of girders.  Girder strains obtained from tests

with one-lane loaded were superimposed to obtain two-lane loaded distribution factors.

The two-lane loaded distribution factors from superposition were verified by actual side-

by-side load tests. The researchers found that the ratios of calculated girder strains to

measured girder strains were all above unity; a difference the researchers believed was

caused by bearing restraint forces due to friction.

Kim and Nowak (1997) performed field tests and statistical studies on two simply

supported steel girder bridges with reinforced concrete decks to determine their load

distribution behavior.  Strain data from calibration trucks, as well as normal traffic, were

recorded using advanced triggered-recording methods to obtain only pertinent data.  The

dynamic data was filtered using a low pass, frequency filter to obtain the static response

for each truck.  Girder distribution factors were compared to values specified by

AASHTO SSHB (1992) and AASHTO LRFD (1994).  The investigators concluded that

measured girder distribution factors were less than the values determined using both

AASHTO specifications.  Also, the investigators concluded that closely spaced

diaphragms and closely spaced girders result in less uniformity in the girder distribution
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factors amongst girders; therefore, it was recommended that sparsely spaced girders more

evenly distribute load and should be used for economical design.

2.7 Dynamic Load Allowance Research

As in the review of load distribution research, a considerable amount of research

has been conducted on dynamic load allowance. The main difference with the dynamic

amplification research involves the approach taken over the years. Although the goal of

each investigator was to determine the increase above the static response that a dynamic

load causes, numerous definitions and approaches have been used that tend to skew the

results. Several of the other terms used to discuss the dynamic load allowance were

presented in Section 2.2 of this chapter. The intent of this section of the literature review

is to present the research efforts over the past few decades concerning dynamic load

allowance that are similar to this research on the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge and to

describe briefly the methods used by each investigator.  In addition, several papers

concerning bridge testing for dynamic load allowances are reviewed.

O’Connor and Pritchard (1985) in their studies of Six Mile Creek Bridge in

Australia determined values of the impact fraction, I, as the ratio of observed dynamic

bending moment divided by the static bending moment at mid-span. The dynamic data

collected was from normal truck traffic, and static values were obtained using truck

configurations recorded at a “weighbridge.”  The researchers found that values of the

impact fraction, I, ranged from –0.08 to +1.32, and that the results were widely scattered.

Comparisons were made to the value from AASHTO SSHB (1977) (Imax=0.3) that was

also used in bridge design in Australia.  The investigators reported high values of impact

for light and heavy vehicles, and suggested that the impact fraction is vehicle dependent.

In the same study reviewed for load distribution, Ghosn et al (1986) determined

the dynamic impact effects of test trucks and heavy trucks from normal traffic using

results from the WIM strain response record.  The investigators reported that the strain

increases due to the impact effect were generally below 10% and were significantly less

than the specified AASHTO SSHB (1983) value of 28%.  The site specific impact
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effects, like the site-specific load distribution behavior, were used in the bridge rating

calculations.

Bakht and Pinjarkar (1989) presented a thorough review of the dynamic testing of

bridges and bridge dynamics. The use of different test procedures and calculation

methods in determining the dynamic amplification factor (DAF) over the years were

reviewed.  The investigators reported eight different methods used to calculate the

dynamic amplification factor from field data, which they refer to as the symbol, I.  Using

a common data set, comparisons were made using the eight different methods to show the

scatter in field data interpretation over the years.  According to the authors, the factors

leading to incorrect conclusions included the vehicle type, vehicle weight, vehicle

position with respect to the gauge location, deflection versus strain computation, and

bearing restraint effects.  The authors concluded that the lack of consistency in data

interpretation warranted a unified method in testing procedures, and thus proposed a

method of instrumentation and testing.  In addition, the authors concluded that the

dynamic amplification factor was not a deterministic quality, and should be determined

using probabilistic measures.

A complete review on bridge dynamics and dynamic amplification dating back to

the 1950’s was completed by Paultre et al (1992). In particular, Paultre et al referenced

the work of Cantieni (1983) concerning the effects of gauge location on dynamic

amplification.  Because dynamic amplification is based on the maximum static response,

Cantieni defined an influence zone parameter where maximum static responses could be

expected to occur.  The influence zone could be used to locate gauges and assure proper

calculation of the dynamic load allowance.  Paultre et al also discussed the shortcomings

of using filtered dynamic responses to obtain equivalent static responses.  Paultre et al

noted that for short span bridges with spans below 15 m (≅ 50 ft) the static frequency

could approach and even exceed the first vibration mode of the bridge. Paultre et al noted

that when this occurs, the removal of the dynamic component of the signal affects the

static response.  In this case, Paultre et al recommended the use of quasi-static testing,
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commonly know as crawl speed testing or pseudo-static testing.  The authors concluded

the following:

1) The DAF is dependent on the first natural frequency of the bridge, which is
commonly in the range of 2 Hz to 5 Hz.

2) Because of the various parameters that affect the DAF, analytical models do
not provide a reliable means of evaluating the DAF for a certain bridge.

3) The DAF is a non-deterministic value and should be obtained using
probabilistic measures based on results of full-scale testing under normal
traffic loading.

4) Vehicle speed is an important factor in the DAF, and testing with calibrated
test vehicles should include a range of vehicle speeds.

5) Axle spacing affects the static response of a bridge and thus the DAF.
6) The DAF of typical highway bridges is not affected by the geometry and

construction materials used.
7) Suspension systems of vehicles, and initial vehicle vibrations can significantly

affect the DAF.
8) The road profile and bridge surface can affect the DAF tremendously.
9) Secondary elements, such as curbs, railings, and parapets, can influence the

stiffness properties of a bridge and thus affect the DAF.

In the same research previously mentioned concerning load distribution, Stallings

and Yoo (1993) measured impact factors using the ratio of strains from moving truck

tests and stationary truck tests.  The impact factor, I+1, was defined using the weighted

strain approach as in the load distribution to account for differences in the section

modulus of the girders. The impact factor, I+1, was found to range from 0.83 to 1.34 for

the three bridges investigated, with the 1.34 value for a 13.4 m (44 ft) bridge with two

lanes loaded.  This value was larger than the AASHTO SSHB (1989) value of 1.30 for

this bridge span.

Nassif and Nowak (1995) conducted field tests on four multi-span, steel girder

bridges with concrete decks to determine the dynamic load factor (DLF).  The bridges

had varying span lengths, girder spacing, slab thickness, and skewness. The DLF was

defined as the maximum dynamic response from a particular point divided by the

maximum static response obtained from filtered dynamic data.  The investigators

measured responses under normal truck traffic. The investigators concluded the

following: 1) as gross vehicle weight increases, the DLF decreases; 2) among vehicle
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types the four and five-axle trucks cause the largest DLF, with instances of the DLF

being larger than 1.5; 3) the DLF needs to be defined using the most heavily loaded

girder because the girders with lower static stresses showed higher DLF values; 4) the

DLF decreases with increasing truck speed.

Kim and Nowak (1997) completed a statistical study of the impact factors for the

bridges previously mentioned in the load distribution section.  Comparisons were made to

the values determined using AASHTO SSHB (1992) and AASHTO LRFD (1994). The

filtered data was used to obtain the impact factor, IM, taken as the ratio:

IM
dyn

stat

=
ε
ε

 
                                                       (2.2)

where ε dyn = the absolute maximum dynamic strain measured from the vehicle at normal

speeds; and ε stat = the maximum static strain from the filtered dynamic data.  The

investigators concluded that the impact factors decrease with an increase in static strain,

and that measured impact factors for girders with larger static strains were below the

values of the AASHTO specifications.

The following list contains brief descriptions of past research efforts that were not

discussed thoroughly in the literature review because they were not directly similar to the

scope of this research. Readers are referred to the following additional research efforts

that provide useful insight into bridge dynamics and the determination of dynamic load

allowances:

• Schilling (1982): Investigation of the need for different impact factors for

fatigue design of longitudinal supporting members.

• Billing (1984): Investigation of the dynamic amplification factors for various

regions of continuos span bridges.

• Billing and Green (1984): Discussion of the efforts of the Ontario Ministry of

Transportation and Communications (MTC) over the past few decades to resolve

the problem of dynamic loading of bridges.
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• Hang and Nowak (1989, 1991): Initial analytical study involving the effects of

vehicle dynamics, road roughness, and bridge dynamics on the dynamic loads in

girders. Later analytical effort involved using the truck models from the first

effort to evaluate the effects of changing truck parameters (i.e., axle spacing, truck

weight and type).

• Chan and O’Connor (1990a, 1990b): Discussions on the development and use of

a vehicle model in determining the effects of impact on bridge behavior.

2.8 Deck Stresses

2.8.1 Introduction

Because bridges are susceptible to repetitive vehicular loads, the structural details

within a bridge system are subject to fatigue.  Fatigue of a metal involves the

development and growth of cracks under repeated loading. Repetitive loading of a

structural component at stresses below the static permissible stress can result in the

formation of cracks. The crack initiation and growth can dramatically affect the load

carrying capacity and can lead to possible failure (Sharp et al 1996). In essence, fatigue

deals with the metal becoming exhausted at moderate repeated stress levels.  The fatigue

of bridge details is usually a result of high cycle fatigue and not low cycle fatigue. High

cycle fatigue refers to longer fatigue lives where the stresses are substantially low so that

yielding effects do not control the behavior.

Because the deck evaluation in this research involved comparing the developed

deck stress ranges to design allowable fatigue stress ranges, the literature review focuses

on the use of stress versus cycles to failure (S-N) curves for determining allowable

fatigue stress ranges for different detail categories. Several affects of welding on the

fatigue of aluminum are presented initially.

2.8.2 General Affects of Welding on the Fatigue Behavior of Aluminum

This section of the literature review discusses briefly the general affects of

welding on the fatigue of aluminum details.  Welded aluminum joints have lower fatigue
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strengths than does base metal. When applicable, the discussion focuses on groove welds

(also known as butt welds) rather than fillet welds because groove welds are the typical

weld types in the aluminum deck of the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge.

A shortened list from Sharp et al (1996) of the major factors affecting the fatigue

strength of welded aluminum components includes joint geometry, discontinuities, and

residual stresses.  The joint geometry of groove welds often determines the direction of

applied stress, and thus the fatigue resistance. In general, longitudinally loaded groove

welds have higher fatigue resistance than transversely loaded groove welds.

Longitudinally loaded groove welds are groove welds with the direction of loading

parallel to the axis of the weld. Transversely loaded groove welds are groove welds with

the direction of loading perpendicular to the axis of the weld. Sharp et al (1996) attributes

the higher fatigue strengths for longitudinally loaded groove welds to the lower stress

concentrations that result from parallel loading.

Discontinuities that affect the fatigue behavior of groove welded aluminum

structures include the existence of bead reinforcement and incomplete joint penetration.

Figure 2.2 shows an illustration of a typical groove weld with bead reinforcement.

Figure 2.2 Typical Full-Penetration Groove Weld
with Bead Reinforcement Remaining

The bead reinforcement can cause stress concentrations that significantly reduce the

fatigue strength of transversely loaded groove welds. For full-penetration, transversely

loaded groove welds, the removal of the weld bead by grinding can increase the fatigue

Bead Reinforcement
Bead Width
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strength significantly. In general, incomplete joint penetration does not have as much

affect on longitudinally loaded groove welds as it does on transverse groove welds. Sharp

et al (1996) notes that the discontinuity from incomplete joint penetration is in line with

the direction of applied stress in a longitudinally loaded groove weld, and thus has less of

an adverse affect. The affect of removing the bead reinforcement on a detail with

incomplete joint penetration may be adverse rather than beneficial.

Residual stresses result during welding processes of all metals. The differential

cooling that takes place between areas at or near the weld causes the residual stresses.

Tensile residual stresses result in the area near the weld, and can often be as high as the

yield strength of the base metal.  According to Sharp et al (1996), tensile residual stresses

elevate mean local stresses and decrease fatigue life. The large residual stresses possible

within a detail justify the use of the stress-based approach to fatigue design (Sharp et al

1996).

Sharp et al (1996) lists other factors that affect the fatigue strength of welded

aluminum structures as local stresses, applied loads, fabrication errors, and environment.

Other factors will be discussed in an upcoming section concerning the use S-N curves for

design.  The reader is referred to Sharp et al (1996) for more detailed information

regarding the fatigue design of aluminum structures. Other references that provide

valuable insight on the design and analysis of aluminum structures are Bulson 1992,

Sharp 1993, and Kissel and Ferry 1995.

Menzemer and Fisher (1993) discuss the affects of welding on the fatigue

behavior of aluminum details and provide results from detailed laboratory testing. One

goal of the researchers was to extend the full-scale testing data base of aluminum

structures while examining the differences in behavior between small scale, axial test

specimens and full-scale beam tests.  The authors concluded that residual stresses present

within small axial test specimens were considerably lower than residual stresses in full-

scale beams. Because much of the life of a welded detail involves gradual growth of

inherent defects, the authors concluded that residual stresses play a major role in the
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fatigue life of welded aluminum structures. From full-scale laboratory tests, the authors

also concluded that the residual stresses are present for a large portion of the fatigue life.

2.8.3 S-N Curves for Fatigue Design

2.8.3.1 Introduction

As mentioned previously, the stress-based approach for general-purpose fatigue

design of welded aluminum components is considered the most suitable approach

(Menzemer and Fisher 1993; Sharp et al 1996).  The following sections discuss the basic

approach to constructing and using the stress based S-N curves for determining allowable

fatigue stress ranges for different detail categories.

2.8.3.2 Determining an S-N Curve

The fatigue life of a particular detail can only be obtained from tests. Constructing

an S-N curve involves testing multiple specimens of the same detail at different stress

ranges, S, less than the yield stress of the base material until failure occurs at a specific

number of cycles, N (Barker and Puckett 1997). The tests are usually performed under

constant amplitude loading in a laboratory environment. The results can be plotted

graphically with the stress range on the ordinate and the number of cycles on the abscissa.

In order to provide a better graphical representation and to avoid bunching of data at

lower numbers of cycles, the results are usually plotted on log-log scales. The line on the

log-log plot generally approximates a straight line for high-cycle fatigue and the line for

design represents the curve for 95 percent confidence of 97.5 percent survival. The

equation of the straight S-N line on the log-log plot is represented by the following

equation for stress, σ:

σ = −AN m1/                                                         (2.3)

where A = constant defining the intersection of the S-N curve at the ordinate of one-

cycle; and m = slope of the S-N curve  (Sharp et al 1996).
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The S-N curves allow fatigue strength to be determined based on a number of

cycles to failure, or vice-versa. The S-N curve often shows that as the stress decreases to

a certain level the number of cycles to failure approaches infinity. This leveling off is

termed the fatigue limit or endurance limit (Barker and Puckett 1997). In reference to the

fatigue design of aluminum, the endurance limit may or may not be considered depending

on the type of loading (i.e., variable or constant amplitude).

2.8.3.3 Detail Categories for Aluminum S-N Curves

Like steel, the typical aluminum S-N curve of each detail category for high cycle

fatigue is independent of the material strength. For high cycle fatigue, the temper or alloy

has little affect on the fatigue behavior of a welded aluminum detail (Sharp et al 1996).

Like that of steel, the basis is that the rate of crack propagation does not vary

significantly with material strength. In addition, the affects of residual stresses, which can

be considered to provide a mean stress, were present in the tested detail allowing for the

fatigue behavior to be evaluated from stress ranges without actually knowing the true

value of stress present within a weld detail  (Barker and Puckett 1997).

For aluminum, the detail categories are divided into six distinct categories (A

through F). Category A represents the detail category with the highest fatigue strength

and Category F represents the detail category with the lowest fatigue strength.

2.8.3.4 Aluminum S-N Curves and Loading Type

The type of loading (i.e., constant amplitude or variable amplitude) affects the use

of the aluminum S-N curves for determining allowable stress ranges.  The major

difference between constant and variable amplitude loading deals with the use of the

fatigue limit.

In general, constant amplitude loading allows for a lower bound design stress

range, taken as the constant amplitude fatigue limit, to be considered. However, variable

amplitude loading which encompasses a spectrum of loads does not consider the fatigue

limit as a lower bound.  According to Sharp et al (1996), spectrum load tests have shown
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that various stress cycles, which would not cause failure in constant amplitude loading,

can serve to decrease the life of a member or structure subjected to variable amplitude

loading.  Variable amplitude loading is generally accounted for by the use of Miner’s

law, which is a theory that is based on a linear accumulation of damage. Miner’s law

states that failure will occur when the following relation is met:

n

N
i

i

=∑ 1                                                        (2.4)

where ni = number of cycles of the ith stress range; and Ni = number of cycles to failure

at the ith stress range determined from the S-N curve (Sharp et al 1996).

The Aluminum Association uses a similar equation that was derived from Miner’s

law.  The Aluminum Association approach is discussed in further detail in

Chapter 4.

2.9 Summary

An overview of pertinent research and design approaches pertaining to this

research on the Little Buffalo Creek Bridge has been presented. Evaluations of load

distribution and dynamic load allowances from bridge tests were presented to represent

typical evaluation methods. Past research pertaining to the use of measured girder strains

for determining the existence of composite action was presented. In addition, a brief

overview of the affects of welding on the fatigue behavior of aluminum details and the

use of S-N curves for design was presented. The topics and figures in the literature

review are occasionally referenced throughout the remaining chapters.


